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2022-2023 Impact Report

The Women's Leadership and Mentorship
Program fosters inclusive leadership, gender
equity, and the advancement of women by
preparing students for leadership through
professional development, multilevel mentoring,
and financial support. Each pillar is designed to
amplify the professional, civic, and personal
success of women and gender diverse leaders.

The WLMP creates a world
where all leaders can thrive.

91%
"The WLMP has helped me build and/or

sharpen my leadership skills.

94%
"I have had the opportunity to learn from

a role model through the WLMP."

Members in
other Campus
Organizations

98%



Learned how to
use mentors
effectively

94%

Mentoring 101

Mental Health First Aid

Peer Mentor Training

Equitable MentoringPractices

Programming PartnershipsProgramming Partnerships  

"The WLMP is exceptional
at finding meaningful

ways to instill a sense of
confidence and empower

their members through
the guest speakers we

connect with and building
a strong-knit community."

"Becoming a member of the WLMP
was the best decision I have made so

far in my college career! It is a
community of warm, welcoming

women that want to see each other
succeed. It has provided me with a

support system like no other and
access to so many great resources."

wlmp@rmu.edu |  (412) 397 - 6311 | 6001 University Blvd. Moon Township, PA 15108

Mentoring SuccessMentoring Success

Events andEvents and
ConferencesConferences

Global CitizenshipGlobal Citizenship

Mentor
Meetings

680+ 80
New Mentor Pairs

Matched

Given the tools to
mentor others

87%

"I believe this year's
programming was the most
robust in my entire time in
the WLMP. The breadth of

events offered was
amazing, and I loved

getting to connect with
global leaders."

2022-2023 created global
opportunities for WLMP students
to connect with leaders and ideas
that are shaping the world.

48
Individual Workshops and

Sessions Hosted by WLMP

60
Professional Facilitators
or Speakers  Engaged for

WLMP Events

11
Countries traveled
by WLMP Students

within Study Abroad

6
Countries

represented by
International WLMP

Speakers

Learned about
successful

careers of others
in related fields

91%
A growing mentoring network
brought depth and breadth to
mentoring relationships.

The WLMP hosted multiple
events each month including

learning, and networking,
and academic opportunities.

20
Students supported to attend

external conferences and
events outside of RMU.

84%
Student satisfaction rate with

quality of WLMP Events

92%
"Experiences in The

WLMP have exposed me
to global perspectives."

"The WLMP's increased
focus on global

perspectives this year has
contributed to my

confidence traveling abroad
in the upcoming months."


